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Adoption of the city of Spokane’s Request to Update the 
Banned Products List in the Downtown Alcohol Impact Area  
Date:  March 23, 2011 


Presented by: Jo Ann Sample, Management Analyst 


Licensing and Regulation Division 


  


Problem or Opportunity 


The purpose of this issue paper is to facilitate a decision by the Board regarding the city of Spokane’s 
request to amend the Banned Products List.  This amendment clarifies existing product identification of two 
products, adds one product line that was inadvertently omitted from the original request, and adds three 
new product lines. 


 


Background 


 


On May 15, 2010, at the request of the city of Spokane, the Board granted recognition of the Downtown 
Alcohol Impact Area. The resolution included a listing of low-cost/high alcohol content beverages that 
would no longer be available for sale within the geographical bounds of the alcohol impact area.  Banned 
products are an essential aspect of the mandatory alcohol impact area recognition, having identified 
alcoholic beverages that contribute to problematic public safety concerns, according to the standard of 
proof that existed at that time. 


 


October 16, 2010 amended rules pertaining to Alcohol Impact Areas were implemented in WSR 10-19-065 
to provide guidance that is more complete to local communities.  The city has requested an expansion of 
their existing banned products list in accordance with current rule. 


 


Stakeholders and licensees impacted by this request were notified.  Licensees received notice by US Mail, 
sent February 7, 2011 soliciting comment.  Stakeholders were notified via email by Board Secretary Roni 
Pettit on February 7, 2011 also soliciting comment.  The public comment period ended March 4, 2011; no 
endorsements or objections were received from stakeholders, licensees, or the community. 


 


The public meeting was conducted March 16, 2011 to solicit public comment.  There was no comment, pro 
or con, related specifically to the addition of these products. 


 


 


Recommendations 


 


Staff recommends endorsement of the city’s request for formal recognition of the amended Banned 
Products list.  Each of the products requested are significantly and materially the same as products 
already banned.    


 


Benefits Drawbacks 


 There can be more consistent 
enforcement activities 


 Distributors and retailers can more 
easily comply with the amended list 


 Monitoring of consumer activities will 
be more productive 


 Assist the city in maximizing available 
resources  


 We may receive objections related to 
the negative economic impact 
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Expected Results 


 


The Board’s endorsement of the request will help maximize enforcement efforts, and improve the health 
and safety of the community.  


 


Estimated Cost and Timeframe 


 


Date Activity Current Status 


3/4/2011 Public comment period ends Closed 


3/16/2011 Present adoption issue paper to the Board Closed 


3/23/2011 Present adoption resolution to the Board Pending 


3/28/2011 Distribute notice of Board’s action on 3/23/2011 Pending 


5/1/2011 Effective date of new banned products, if approved Pending 


 


Funding Source 


 


Administrative expense will be absorbed into current appropriation 
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Stakeholder Impacts 


 


Identify internal stakeholders and get their feedback about how they might be affected. 


Stakeholder Impacts (Political, Resource, Other) 


Director’s Office Political 


Licensing Resources 


Enforcement Resources 


Human Resources  


Business Enterprise  


Retail Resource; confirm banned products are removed from 
retail liquor store(s) 


Purchasing  


Distribution Center  


Administrative Services  


Information Technology  


Contracts Office  


Finance  


 


Identify external stakeholders get their feedback about how they might be affected. 


Stakeholder Fiscal and Resource Impacts 


Washington State Agencies N/A 


Prevention Resource 


Industry  Resource 


Vendors Resource 


 
 


 


 


 


Acceptance 


 


We have reviewed this document and approve resources for project definition: 


Approved by Signature Date 


Name  Sharon Foster  


Title  Board Chair 


  


Name  Ruthann Kurose 


Title Board Member 


  


Name  Chris Marr 


Title  Board Member 


  


 


 


.   
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Amended Banned Products List 
City of Spokane Downtown Core Alcohol Impact Area 


Effective May 1, 2011 


 


Brand Name Alcohol Content by Volume 


 


Bull Ice 8% 


Busch Ice 5.9% 


Cobra 5.9% 


Colt 45 Ice 6.1% 


Colt 45 Malt Liquor 6.4% 


Drink Four (all products) 10% - 12 % 


Hamm’s Ice Brewed Ale 6.1% 


Hamm’s Ice Brewed Beer 6.1% 


Hard Wired  6.9% 


High Gravity (all products) 8.1% - 9% 


Hurricane (all products) 5.9% - 12% 


Ice House 5.5% 


Joose (all products) 9.9% 


Keystone Ice 5.9% 


King Cobra 5.9% 


Lucky Ice Ale Premium 6.1% 


Lucky Ice Beer 6.1% 


Magnum Malt Liquor 5.9% 


Mike’s Harder Lemonade 8% 


Mickey’s (all products) 5.6% - 5.8% 


Milwaukee Best Ice 5.9% 


Milwaukee Best Premium Ice 5.9% 


Natural Ice 5.9% 


Old Milwaukee Ice 5.9% 


Olde English 800 (all products) 7.5% - 8% 


Olympia Ice 6.1% 


Pabst Ice 5.9% 


Rainier Ice 5.9% 


Red Bull Malt Liquor 7% 


Smirnoff XBT 8% 


Schlitz Malt Liquor 5.9% 


Schlitz High Gravity 8.5% 


Sparks 6% - 8% 


Special 800 Reserve (all flavors) 6% 


St. Ide’s Liquor and Special Brews (all flavors) 6% - 7.3% 


Steel Reserve (all products) 5.5% - 8% 


Tilt 6.6% - 8% 


   New Products are highlighted 
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TO:  STAKEHOLDERS 


 


FROM: DEBI BESSER, DIRECTOR OF PURCHASING 


 


SUBJECT: PROPOSED WINE STRATEGY 


_____________________________________________________________________________ 


Over the past year, the Washington State Liquor Control Board (WSLCB) has developed product 


strategies for each of our product lines.   As part of the process of more fully developing these 


product strategies, we developed a proposed wine strategy, to use as a guide for the product 


selection and merchandising of wine over the next 3-5 years.  


 


There will be a public meeting to receive public comment on this proposed strategy on 


Wednesday, March 23, 2011 at 10 a.m.  Once all comments have been considered, and changes 


incorporated, the strategy will be approved by the Board by April 30, 2011.   


 


Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.   


 


Best Regards, 
Debi J. Besser, C.P.M. 


Director of Purchasing 


Washington State Liquor Control Board 


Office: 360-664-1668 


djb@liq.wa.gov  
 


   


 


  



mailto:djb@liq.wa.gov
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WSLCB Product Strategies 
 


Overall Product Strategy 
WSLCB product selection decisions will be dynamic to reflect market changes.  We will give preference 


to those products that are sold by suppliers with the ability to meet our performance expectations 


including profitability, supply availability, logistics, brand building, and marketing.   Products for sale 


will not promote unsafe or irresponsible consumption or contradict the Board‟s public safety efforts.  Our 


primary focus is retailing spirits, however, as capacity permits, we will offer other alcoholic products such 


as wine and beer as a convenience to our customers, to generate additional revenue for the State, and to 


promote Washington produced products.    


 


  


Spirits Product Strategy 
The WSLCB will maintain a broad portfolio of spirituous liquor products to meet the diverse interests of 


our customers.  This will include products at all price points and categories, most of which will be 


available for sale off the shelf, and others via special order.  Decisions will be based primarily on 


profitability, with consideration to meeting diverse customer interests. 


  


 


Wine Product Strategy 
The WSLCB will offer a moderate selection of wines as a convenience to our customers.  The wine 


selection will represent only the best selling wines from various regions across the major price points 


$3.99 and above with an emphasis on Washington-produced product.  Our offerings will be consistent 


with the varietals, origins, and price points that our customers purchase.    


 


 


Beer Product Strategy 
The WSLCB will offer a small selection of Northwest craft beers that are primarily merchandised from 


coolers as a convenience to our customers.  These beer products will generally represent the best selling 


Northwest products in the craft beer segment.  This category has strong market potential according to 


national sales trends and we intend to explore this segment further for additional revenue opportunities. 


 


 


Other Products Strategy 
The WSLCB may offer a small selection of other items for sale as a convenience to our customers.  Such 


items may include State Lottery products and alcohol infused condiments.  These items will generate 


additional revenue and often fall into the category of impulse buys.  They are not intended to compete 


against other products for sale in the Liquor Store. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
As the only retailer of spirits in the state of Washington, the Washington State Liquor Control Board 


(LCB) must maximize the revenue generated from spirits by providing excellent product selection and 


merchandising for spirits.  With this in place, we believe there is remaining capacity to retail other 


alcoholic beverages, such as wine, craft beer, and other alcohol based products.  The additional revenue 


generated from LCB wine sales provides additional funding to cities, counties, and the state‟s general 


fund.  Since Washington is the second largest wine producing state in the US, it‟s important for the LCB 


to support our state‟s wineries, agriculture, and small businesses.   


The goal of this strategy is to create a more appropriate balance between spirits and wine, and maximize 


the overall revenue generated from all products.  This strategy will re-shape our wine program, and 


improve our product selection, merchandising, and customer service for the benefit of all products.  It will 


also re-focus our wine program on Washington wines, with the goal of generating at least 35 percent of 


our wine dollar sales through Washington wine by June 2012.   


Our strategy statement summarizes our proposed approach:    


As a convenience to our customer base, within resources available after maximizing spirit sales, the LCB 


will provide a well-organized assortment of top selling wines, emphasizing Washington wineries.  This 


program will be supported by knowledgeable and friendly staff, dedicated to excellent customer service, 


and will maximize the revenue returned to the State.   


 


The strategy includes recommendations in five areas:     


1. Product Selection  


 Update and publicize the process and criteria for selecting wines reflecting the finalized strategy, 


to be more consistent with the spirit product selection process.    


 Regularly Listed Wines:  


o Target an assortment of 400 wine stock keeping units (SKU‟s), but do not exceed 500 SKU‟s.  


This provides a moderate representation of all major wine categories.   


o Balance percentage of SKU‟s of each varietal, price range, and region with the percentage of 


LCB sales, except for Washington wines. 


o For Washington wines, maintain a percentage of SKU‟s at least two points higher than the 


percentage of sales. 


o All wine products must meet minimum profitability requirements to remain part of our 


product selection.  


o Stock a lower percentage of 3 liter jug and 5 liter box wine SKU‟s than the percentage of 


sales.  


o Keep selections relevant by listing 8-10 percent new wines each year, and de-listing 


approximately the same number of poorly performing wines, based on profitability thresholds 


in each category.   


o Monitor the broadest Washington market sales data available to identify emerging trends and 


find the best selling wines that fill needs within our product selection 


o 70 percent of our SKU‟s above $11.99 retail will be Washington wines. 
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 Use a “product exit strategy” to move de-listed products quickly out of the stores, including the 


return of bailment product in the Distribution Center (DC) to suppliers, and price reductions on 


product already in the stores.    


 Document the criteria for selecting One Time Only (OTO) and U-code products including a 


requirement that products sell according to the targets set in policy. Use these programs to 


promote products from small Washington wineries and distilleries.   


 Consistent with our public safety mission, all products offered in the 750 mL size and above will 


be at a minimum of a $3.99 retail price point.   


 


2. Store Staff Expectations and Training   


 As resources allow, increase training in three key areas: 


o State the expectation that store staff approach every customer to offer assistance. 


o Communicate techniques for assisting customers to find products that meet their needs.  


o Provide product training for store managers on topics such as understanding of product 


differences within spirit categories and wine varietals, mixology, and wine pairings.   


 In all cases, provide educational materials that allow the store managers to share that knowledge 


with their entire store staff, and the expectation that they do so.  


 Provide store staff more detailed product information from suppliers on all new products.      


 Include product knowledge training on all products in the new employee training materials. 


 


3. Schematics Product Assortment 


 Revise store space allocation of the shelf sections on the perimeter of the store lobby to display 


spirits on a minimum of 35 sections.  Also dedicate a minimum of two, two-sided lobby tables, or 


equivalent fixtures, to feature spirits such as gift packs, closeouts, etc.  This would result in a 40 


percent reduction of total shelf area for wine, including both perimeter shelves and tables.         


 To display the wines in this reduced shelf area, reduce the number of facings per product to the 


14 day-of-supply standard currently used in spirits.    


 Display wine on (depending on how many each individual store has): 


o Between three and five shelf sections,  


o Between one and three two-sided lobby tables, and 


o One or two two-sided lay-down wine tables or wine gondolas 


 Partner with wine suppliers to create wine store clusters based upon demographics and available 


fixtures. Utilizing supplier recommendations,  


o Create a customized product assortment for each cluster, with a core set of SKUs being 


sold in all locations.  


o Maintain shelf schematics for each cluster using days of supply to determine facings.   


 As funding allows, provide a complete set of the new signage style to stores so that all stores have 


clear and consistent category signage of both wine and spirit categories. 


 As funding allows, provide stores with additional fixtures needed to allow for placement into 


ideal clusters for store demographics. 


 Run a pilot in 20 stores to test the effect of a shelf schematic that arranges domestic wines by 


varietal, rather than region.  
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 Develop up to10 prototype stores to test the effects of moving all wine to taller floor fixtures in 


the center of the store, and allocating all perimeter shelf sections to spirits.   


 


4. Merchandising and Marketing  


 Establish product display appearance standards, which include signage, floor placement, and 


“shop-ability” requirements. 


 As resources allow, assign wine displays of listed wines to all stores. 


o Stores will be mapped to determine spirit and wine display locations, with wine allocated 


a maximum of 20 percent of total available display spaces. 


o Designate the first display area visible when customers walk in the door for spirits.    


o Criteria for wines assigned for display will likely include: 


 Will have average monthly gross profit in the top 50 percent of wines,  


 be newly listed (less than one year),  


 or have seasonal relevance.  


o At least 50 percent of the wines SKU‟s assigned displays each month will be Washington 


wines. 


o Display “flex space” may be used by the store managers to feature local wineries or 


distilleries, and must be in compliance with display appearance standards. 


o Suppliers, or their distributors, will be required to set up assigned displays of wine, with 


back cards (or more developed POS materials) and pricing signage.   Exceptions may be 


made for Washington wineries or distilleries.    


 Require product displays at the check stands of seasonally-relevant and one-time-only products.   


 In designated stores, dedicate a two-sided lay-down wine table or wine gondola to promoting 


only premium Washington wines (with retail price in top 20 percent of all Washington SKU‟s), 


with signage that tells the story of Washington wineries and their wines, contingent upon funding.    


 Improve communication with spirit and wine suppliers on the opportunity to provide „shelf 


talkers to educate customers. 


 Pilot a program in 30 stores to use chalkboards to highlight products of interest or special value 


for customers.  


 Continue to promote Washington wineries with Washington Wine Month held each August. 


 


5. Operations 


 Stores may order wine from the DC in less than full case quantities when the SKU is a 750 mL 


wine with a retail price greater than $12.00 that sells less than 45 cases a month.  Other wine 


SKU‟s must be ordered by the stores in full case quantities.  A maximum of 10 percent of the 


SKU‟s in split case can be wine. 


 Require bailment for all products carried by the LCB. Exceptions will be made for small 


businesses, and for suppliers providing only OTO/U-code product.    


 Test the results of increasing the wine six bottle discount from 10 percent to 15 percent during 


Washington Wine Month. 


 Explore reducing the wine price hold period from 90 days to 60 days to provide more flexibility 


to suppliers.   
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 Initiate annual Board review of wine mark-up percentage and make changes as necessary to 


support agency and operational goals. 


The strategy supports our public safety mission while maximizing revenue generation for the State, 


serving our customers, and providing economic development for Washington wineries.  Economic 


development for Washington wineries not only cultivates small businesses in our state, but also promotes 


tourism and agricultural support industries.  We support Washington wineries in this strategy through 


having a larger percentage of Washington wine SKU‟s than the larger market, focusing heavily on 


Washington products in our high-end wine selection, and making special purchases and displays for the 


Washington Wine Month promotion. 
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FULL REPORT 


Background 
The Washington State Liquor Control Board has a monopoly on the sale of spirits in the state of 


Washington.  Customers can only purchase spirits in one of our 165 state run stores, staffed and managed 


by state employees, or 161 contract stores, which are run by independent business people.  Our balanced 


mission of public safety and revenue generation mandates that we sell spirits responsibility, in a modern 


retailing environment, and provide excellent product selection and customer service. That is our primary 


focus.  However, to maximize revenue and best serve our customers, we also have the opportunity to sell 


other alcohol based products.  The reasons for selling wine are three-fold:   


1. There is a high correlation between the customers who purchase spirits and those who purchase 


wine.
1
  For our customers who are already in our stores to purchase spirits, we would like to provide 


them the convenience of being able to purchase wine that meets their needs.   


2. As a Washington state agency, it is important that we support our state‟s wineries, agriculture, and 


small businesses. 


3. Providing an opportunity for incremental sales of wine allows us to generate revenue for the state that 


would not otherwise have been created.         


The last major wine strategy review was done in 2005 by an external wine consultant.  Since that study 


was completed, we have implemented some of the recommendations.   However, the environment that the 


LCB operates within is continually changing.  Since 2005, there have been Board pricing changes, a 


significant increase in the number of private businesses selling wine statewide, and a 150 percent increase 


in the number of Washington wineries, to a total of 687 licensed wineries
2
.  We have also experienced 


declining sales trends over the last few years.  In FY 2009, the LCB sold $36.2 million of wine, down 3.7 


percent from FY2008.   Our market share also continues to decline, to only 5 percent of statewide wine 


sales, down from a high of 11 percent in 1999.  Based on continued stakeholder interest and focus on our 


wine program, our declining wine sales, and the need for additional revenue for the State, it was important 


that we re-evaluate our current wine strategy.    


To develop this strategy we formed a cross-divisional internal workgroup and met with various supplier 


stakeholder groups.  Stakeholder groups included DRAW (Distiller‟s Representatives Association of 


Washington), the California Wine Institute, the Washington Wine Institute, and two of LCB‟s largest 


wine suppliers, Columbia Distributing and Odom Distributing.  We also met with Paul Gregutt, Seattle 


Times wine columnist and author of the 2005 LCB Wine Program Strategy, to receive his updated 


perspective on our wine program.  We appreciate everyone‟s participation in our meetings, as well as the 


follow-up information provided. 


In addition to the stakeholder input, perspectives and recommendations, we also did extensive internal 


research on our current sales and product selection, private sector and other control states practices, cost 


structures, and store and district managers‟ opinions.   With all this information, the workgroup 


brainstormed, evaluated, and thoroughly discussed each idea and approach to find the best possible 


                                                           
1
 Follow-up data from E &J Gallo on May 6, 2010   


2
 LCB Licensing Division, as of July 2, 2010 
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concepts.   This proposed strategy is the result of all this feedback, internal and external research, and 


group discussions.  It is based on the best information available currently, and may change based upon 


future changes in economic or operational environments.    


Product Selection 
 


Regularly Listed Wines  


We will target maintaining approximately 400 listed SKU‟s, with a maximum of 500 SKU‟s. We will 


balance the percentage of SKU‟s each varietal, price range, and region with the percentage of LCB sales 


within two points, but adjust for the effects of emerging trends in the larger market.  We will make 


adjustments to our product selection on a quarterly basis to maintain this balance.  Selection will focus on 


the most popular wines and the best values for our customers.   Instead of carrying every type of wine, we 


will focus on the best-selling regions and varietals offered. The process and criteria used to select wines 


for listing will be updated with specific processes and criteria as reflected this strategy to be more 


consistent with the spirit listing process.  The process will be publicized to wine suppliers to improve the 


timeliness and transparency of the process.   


Consistent with our strategy statement, it is important to fully represent Washington wines in our product 


selection.  We will maintain a percentage of SKU‟s at least two points higher than our percentage of sales 


of Washington wines.  And we will always carry a larger percentage of Washington wine SKU‟s than the 


private market, based on the broadest Washington market sales data available.  This will provide for state 


economic development, enhance consumer awareness, and provide broader access to Washington wines.  
 
   


Some wine products are not generally classified by region or varietal, such as sake, sparkling and dessert 


wines, vermouth, and aperitifs.   We will continue carrying the most popular of these products as a 


convenience to our customers if they maintain adequate profitability.   


Price is a significant factor in a customer‟s purchasing decision.  The assortment share by retail price 


point will also reflect our sales share by price band and size, while taking into account general market 


trends.  Price bands will be defined in three dollar increments for purposes of comparing the sales share to 


SKU share.   


Currently, 88 percent of the wines sold in our stores are $11.99 or less. Above that price point are wines 


that cater to the more discerning wine shopper.  Therefore, our selection of wines above $11.99 will be at 


least 70 percent Washington wines, to encourage their purchase in support of our state wineries and 


economic development.    


While the 750 mL size dominates the wine category, we will monitor general market trends and our 


current sales patterns for alternative sizes and package options to ensure that we are satisfying customer 


demand.  Current emerging trends are environmentally sensitive packaging, such as 3 liter premium box 


wines (a.k.a. casks), and the Tetra packs.  These options may represent a small segment of the overall 


market, but if they have strong growth and are a good value to the customer, we will include them in our 


product selection.   In the 3 liter jug and 5 liter box wines packages we will maintain a SKU percentage 
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less than the sales percentage because our unique customer demand in this segment can be satisfied with 


fewer SKU‟s.     


In the private sector 8-10 percent of sales are from new product lines
3
 so it is critical that we keep our 


product selection fresh by de-listing 8-10 percent of most poorly performing wines and listing a similar 


number of new wines.  To determine which new wines to list, we will monitor the broadest Washington 


market sales data available to us to find the bestselling wines that fill needs within targeted parameters 


(region, price, varietal, etc).  Wines will generally be reviewed by the Wine Advisory Committee and will 


be recommended for listing based upon standard criteria.  Updated criteria will emphasize profitability 


and support of the Washington wine industry.  To determine which wines to de-list, we will set a 


profitability threshold that wines need to achieve on a 12 month rolling average for each category.  


Profitability thresholds may be set lower for Washington wines.  Quarterly, we will review wine 


performance and de-list wines that are not meeting the profitability threshold. 


Upon implementation of this strategy, we will conduct category analysis to determine specific actions 


needed to balance the SKU selection to our demonstrated sales.    


A full review of all wines and current trends will be done once a year, to ensure the selection stays 


consistent with the overall strategy.  This review will include comparison of percentage of sales and 


percentage of SKU to ensure balance, and a review of sales percentages in the statewide market.     


Product Exit Strategy 


With the continually listing and de-listing of products each year, it is critical to have an exit strategy to 


ensure excess inventory of discontinued products doesn‟t remain for too long.  The stores need to 


maintain their targeted inventory turns and the DC has limited space that needs to be used for new, 


promising products.  The policy applies to all products and will achieve the outcome of moving product 


out of the DC quickly and ensuring products already in the stores have continued sales velocity. The 


policy includes these elements: 


1) A process to advise stores prior to close-out of listed products. 


2) Product in bailment at the DC is returned to the supplier or sent out to stores, depending on quantity. 


3) Price is reduced upon closeout or end of season, or after three months for non-seasonal OTO/U-code 


products.   


4) Continue to reduce the retail price until all products have sold, but never reduce the retail price to 


below cost.   


5) Ensure customer awareness of reduced-price products in a designated closeout area, signed 


appropriately, contingent upon funding.  


OTO’s and U-codes 


Consistent with our current OTO program, we will continue to offer products that provide a special value 


for our consumers - based on a good price for the product, or a unique offering that isn‟t always available. 


These programs will also be used to promote wines from smaller Washington wineries or distilleries who 


may not have the production volume or consumer interest to support a full listing.    


                                                           
3
 Data from the meeting with Columbia Distributing, March 11, 2010 
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Our current U-code program will also continue, offering products as U-codes when they have limited 


availability and/or limited anticipated consumer demand, to provide our more sophisticated consumer an 


exciting “discovery”.  These products will be distributed directly to the stores that have the highest 


premium category sales and most knowledgeable and enthusiastic staff.   We will develop a program to 


create awareness for store staff and customers of the qualities and uniqueness of these products.  We will 


annually reevaluate the stores where these unique products are being sent, to ensure the best stores are 


included. 


We will balance profitability and sales velocity with customer selection in determining our one-time only 


(OTO) and unique/limited (U-code) offerings.  We will document specific selection criteria for OTO and 


U-code products, including a requirement that any repeat purchases must have met the established sell-


through standard within six months, or by the end of the season for seasonal items.  Products that do not 


meet this criterion may be made available to stores that have customer demand through special orders.   


Minimum Price Point 


Our research indicates that 750 mL wines at and below the $2.99 retail price point generate minimal 


return to the state, due to the variable administrative and handing costs, and could be perceived as 


contrary to the Board‟s public safety mission.
4
  Therefore, any wines that we offer in the 750 mL and 


above will be at a minimum of a $3.99 retail price point.  This applies to regularly listed wines as well as 


OTO‟s and U-code purchases.  The $3.99 price point is common in private wine retailers as well. 


Store Staff Expectations and Training  
Our retail store staff has a tremendous opportunity and responsibility to contribute to the success of this 


wine strategy by providing excellent customer service to our customers, including being knowledgeable 


about wine and approaching customers to offer assistance.   


 


Increase Product Training 


As resources allow, we will use our in-house product expertise or partner with our suppliers to leverage 


their expertise to provide the training.  We will provide store staff training that will increase product 


knowledge of all products such as understanding of product differences within spirit categories and wine 


varietals, mixology, and wine pairings.   


New Product Education 


We will provide more detailed product information on all new products as they first arrive at the store, to 


enable the store staff to truly understand what differentiates each new product from others already sold in 


stores.    


 


Increase Customer Service and Merchandising Training 


As resources allow, we will also provide on-going training on customer service and store merchandising 


skills. Stores will have the expectation to approach every customer to offer assistance, and will be trained 


in techniques for assisting customers to find products that fit their needs.  We will also provide training on 


display and signage standards, and principles of product merchandising.   


                                                           
4
 LCB BE Finance, profit analysis of variable costs only   
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Train the Trainer  


While training for managers is the foundation, every person who works with customers in our retail stores 


needs to have excellent product knowledge and customer service skills.  Store managers receiving the 


training will be expected to train their entire staff back in their own store. This will be facilitated by 


informational handouts provided to store managers to use to share this knowledge with their staff.   


New Employee Orientation  


Currently training is required for all new employees and must be completed within six months of hire.  


There is some product training included, but we will update the current training to be more extensive, and 


include all product types carried in our stores. 


Schematics and Customized Product Assortment 
We need to clearly communicate to our customers that in addition to spirits, we also sell wine.  We must 


create a retail environment that allows them to easily find the product they are looking for and make 


informed purchasing decisions.  This will be achieved through appropriate space allocation, product 


assortment, product arrangement, and store fixtures. 


Space Allocation  


Although 95 percent of our sales are of spirits, and only 5 percent of wine, we are consciously allocating 


more than 5 percent of our space to display and merchandise wine.  This is because the space needed to 


maximize spirit sales is less that 95 percent of our store space, providing us area to merchandise other 


products.  To determine this, we took our current spirit product selection, which we continually evaluate 


to strive to maximize the number of spirit products for our customers without confusing them
5
 or having a 


significant amount of duplication in any category and price point.  We then determined the number of 


shelf sections required to display this spirit product selection in a manner that customers find convenient 


and easy to shop.  We found that we still have adequate space in many of our stores to display and 


merchandise a selection of wine.   This wine strategy reflects a number and assortment of wines that can 


be displayed professionally in the remaining available space.  This approach results in approximately 17 


percent of our space allocated to display and merchandise wine.  This is a reduction of 40 percent in the 


total shelf area for wine, including all perimeter shelves and tables.  


Currently stores have 29, 30, or 31 shelf sections allocated for spirits.  The vast majority of our sales are 


from spirits, so we will allocate a minimum of 35 shelf sections in all stores to display our spirit product 


selection. Thirty-five is the number of shelf sections required to display our spirit products with the 


number of facings to maintain 14 retail days-of-supply on the shelf.  Upon implementation, this will result 


moving the Ready-to-Drink (RTD) products from a lobby table to a shelf section, a new section of 


tequila, and two new sections of vodka. This is in addition to the one to two new sections added in each 


store currently set with 29 or 30 sections for spirits.  This will result in over 800 more shelf sections,  a 17 


percent increase in the shelf space for spirits statewide.
 
 There will be exceptions made for small stores 


with less than 38 total shelf sections.  We will also dedicate a two, two-sided lobby tables (or equivalent) 


                                                           
5
 “Jam” study from the book The Paradox of Choice by Barry Schwartz demonstrates that too much choice actually 


reduced sales 
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to feature spirits in the following categories:  New products, Washington distillery products, gift 


packs/special orders, and closeouts.   


For wine, we will allocate three to five shelf sections and one to three, two-sided lobby tables in the 


center of the store.  The number of shelf sections and lobby tables for wine will be based upon the number 


available in each store after the sprits space is allocated, and the store‟s assigned wine product assortment.   


If available, a two-sided lay-down wine table or gondola should be utilized in each store, and two in 


stores that receive U-code wines.  These will be used to promote premium Washington wines and U-


codes, as described later in this strategy.      


Product Assortment by Store Cluster 


A core set of SKU‟s will be carried by all stores, but the assortment of wine that a store carries should be 


based on their individual demographics and wine sales patterns.  In partnership with stakeholders, we will 


create clusters based on these factors, and determine the stores that belong in each cluster.  Each cluster 


will have a specific assortment and stores will be required to carry the products assigned to their cluster.  


However, a store may not have sufficient fixtures to display their assigned assortment.  In those cases, 


they will be assigned to a cluster with a smaller assortment to ensure that the wine can be displayed 


professionally on the existing fixtures.  As funding permits, we will provide additional fixtures where 


needed, to allow the wine assortment to be increased to the ideal level for that store‟s demographics and 


sales patterns.   


The stores must be organized in a clear and consistent manner so customers can easily find what they 


need.  This requires that our shelves and fixtures be well organized and clearly signed.  Utilizing industry 


standard software, we will continue to provide state stores with product schematics for all products 


utilizing 14 days of supply as a standard for determining the number of facings.
6
  This is the same 


standard currently in place for spirits.  As funding permits, we will supplement existing category signage 


to provide stores with a consistent set of signs.  


Pilot of New Product Arrangement 


To ensure that wines are arranged in the manner that makes it easiest for customers to find the product 


they are looking for, we are going to test a different approach to the product arrangement.  In 20 stores, 


we will test an arrangement that groups the 750 mL domestic wines by varietal.   All of the other shelf 


arrangements will remain the same.  This arrangement may appeal to the wine consumer who knows the 


varietal he wants, but doesn‟t know the difference between regions.  It will allow our consumer to find all 


the wines of a varietal in one place.   We will attempt to pilot stores that already have the required 


signage, but some operational budget may be needed to purchase signage.  We will measure the results at 


increments of six, nine, and 12 months.  We will evaluate overall sales of domestic wines and Washington 


wine sales.   If the results show a positive impact to overall wine sales 
 
(pilot store trend vs. statewide 


trend) with no negative impact to Washington wine sales, we will consider changing the remaining stores 


to this arrangement.  Implementing this statewide would require additional funding for updated signage.   


  


                                                           
6
 Our standard will be 14 retail days-of-supply; however, some larger formats may have lower days of supply to 


ensure adequate space for all products. 
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Prototype stores moving all wine to store center  


Wine is a visual category, about the image and presentation.  We need to visually communicate our wine 


selection to the customer.  Utilizing operational funding, we will develop up to 10 prototype stores to test 


the effects of relocating wine off its current location on perimeter shelving and display it on standardized 


racks through the center of the store. With additional space, there could be an increased wine selection.  


This would also provide an additional increase of 11 percent in spirit shelf area, as the vacated perimeter 


shelving would be re-merchandised to display spirits, allowing for increased facings or some specialty 


spirit sections.  There would be an increased customer perception of a more complete product selection of 


both wine and spirits. 


We will measure the results at increments of six, nine, and 12 months.  We will evaluate overall sales of 


wines as well as spirits.  We will measure feedback from customers and review shrinkage to determine if 


these taller fixtures increased theft.  If the results show a positive impact to all of these areas and more 


funding is available, we will consider moving more stores into this model.  This will require new fixtures 


and new signage, so it is contingent upon securing funding from operational budget or a decision package. 


Merchandising and Marketing 
Historically, wine displays have been the discretion of the store manager, and have often been displays of 


OTO‟s, which are not listed.  This is not consistent with spirit displays, which are assigned each month to 


the individual stores.  To increase consistency and generate customer interest in our listed wines, there 


will be significantly more structure to the wine displays in the future.   


Establish Display Standards  


In order to provide a consistent look to the displays, we will establish a standard for how both wine and 


spirit displays will need to be set up.  Standards will include, but are not limited to: 


1. Displays will be for 30 days and should be maintained for visual appeal and shop-ability by store 


staff. 


2. Displays must have the front of the product visible, and contain a price sign.  


3. Displays will be set up in designated display areas.   


Assign Displays of Top Selling Wine 


As resources allow, each store will be mapped and display spaces will be assigned to wine or spirits.  The 


first display area visible when customers walk in the door will be designated for spirit displays.   The 


percentage of wine displays will not exceed 20 percent of the available display spaces in the store.  Each 


month, stores will be assigned displays of listed wines.  Wine displays will be primarily of the 750 mL 


and 1.5 liter sizes, and at least 50 percent of the wines SKU‟s assigned displays each month will be 


Washington wines.   
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In partnership with wine suppliers, a program will be developed to assign wine displays.  The parameters 


will likely include: 


 Each cluster will be assigned a set of displays for wine, based upon demonstrated sales in that 


cluster.   


 Displays will be set up for the duration of that month and will be removed at the end of the 


month.   


 Wines assigned for display will have average monthly profitability in the top 50 percent of wines, 


be newly listed (less than one year), or have seasonal relevance.  Other varietals in the brand 


family may be added for a more impactful display.  


Once all assigned displays for a store have been set up, if there is additional wine display space available, 


and the DM approves, stores may utilize that as “flex space” to display products from local wineries or 


distilleries.  These displays must also be in compliance with display appearance standards. 


Suppliers (or their distributors) will set up assigned displays of wine, including pricing signage.  Within 


established criteria, small Washington wineries (and distilleries) unable to set up their assigned displays 


may request that store staff set up the displays. In cases where the supplier is unable to provide pricing 


signage for the displayed product, Purchasing will provide a sign template that will be filled out and 


printed out at the store.  Signs for products with a reduced price will include the current price, and 


highlight the original price and savings.   Contingent upon securing funding from the operational budget 


or other sources, sign holders will be purchased that will provide a more uniform and attractive display.  


Beyond the standard displays, store may also have unique displays, which feature multiple products with 


educational materials and/or other relevant “props”.  This is an opportunity for suppliers to create a 


feature display, submit it to the LCB Marketing Manager, and have the display assigned to multiple 


stores.  We will better publicize this opportunity to all product suppliers.  Displays may even contain a 


combination of multiple types of products, such as wine and spirits. 


Display of Seasonal and OTO Products at Checkstands 


In addition to the assigned displays of listed products, we will begin a program to consistently create 


displays at each of the check-stands.  These displays will feature of OTO‟s and seasonally relevant 


products that will encourage customers to make an incremental, impulse purchase.  Purchasing will 


communicate to the stores, via a merchandise bulletin, which products will be required to be set up as a 


display at each check stand.  Product information and pricing signs will be provided, and printed out at 


each store.        


Washington Wine Table 


In as many stores as possible, a two sided lay-down wine table or wine gondola will be dedicated to 


promoting premium Washington wines.  These tables will feature Washington wines with a retail price in 


the top 20 percent of all our Washington SKU‟s, including listed, OTO‟s, and U-code wines.   Contingent 


upon funding, signage will be created to highlight this area and tell the story of Washington wineries and 


their wines.   
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Shelf Talkers 


We will encourage suppliers to create and place “shelf talkers” which provide information about products 


on the store shelves under individual products.   We have a size and content standards for shelf talkers to 


ensure consistency and professional appearance.   Once the shelf talkers are approved by the LCB, 


suppliers can place them below their products in any state store.  Shelf talkers may also be made available 


to contract stores, pending store manager approval.  We will further publicize this opportunity to ensure 


that suppliers understand this opportunity exists for all listed products.      


Chalkboards 


To highlight the latest arrivals or special values for the customer, we will implement a pilot program of 


using chalkboards to highlight great values in all product types.  The pilot would be contingent upon 


using existing operational budgets or securing additional funding.  This program will have store managers 


in the 20 selected stores write a pre-defined message on the board.  Increased sales of the featured 


products and overall categories will be measured to determine the effectiveness of the pilot.  


Washington Wine Month  


The Washington wine industry is a vibrant and growing segment of our economy, second only to 


California in the production of premium wines.   We will continue to actively emphasize Washington 


wines through multiple aspects of our wine strategy, including the ever popular Washington Wine Month.  


In 2010, we featured over 100 wines from more than 50 unique Washington wineries in our stores, 


providing economic development for the wineries, and enhancing customer exposure to Washington 


wines.  Many stores create elaborate displays of their own creation to highlight the Washington wines.   


Operations 
Define Wines Available in Split Case 


750 mL wines with a $12.00 or higher retail price with less than 45 cases a month will be available in 


split case, contingent upon space availability.  Wines not meeting these criteria currently available in split 


case will be removed.  Based on the current sales patterns and proposed strategy, this will result in a 


maximum of 40 wines in split case.  In any case, no more than 10 percent of the available SKU locations 


in split case will be wine.  The minimum quantity available per product will be two bottles.  This will 


allow smaller stores and contract stores to order just a few bottles of a more expensive wine, without 


committing to a full case.  It also improves the DC‟s efficiency because they are picking two to four 


bottles from each location rather than one.  This approach would be annually reviewed by the DC, Retail, 


and Purchasing to ensure it is achieving the goal of providing adequate access to wine while maintaining 


operational efficiency, and be adjusted as needed.  


Mandate Bailment for all Products 


Currently 98.5 percent of all our products are handled via bailment.  This means that the supplier owns 


the product in the DC, and the LCB purchases it only when it ships out to the store.  To be fair and 


consistent to all suppliers, all listed products, including wines, will be handled as bailment product.  In 


accordance with the Governor‟s direction to minimize financial impact to small businesses, upon request, 


suppliers with less than $1 Million in annual revenue may choose to have their products exempted from 


this program. 
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Test Increasing the Wine Bottle Discount to 15 percent 


We currently give a 10 percent discount to customers who purchase at least six bottles of wine.  We will 


test increasing this discount to 15 percent during Washington Wine Month, and results would be 


measured to determine the impact on sales. To be successful, overall increased sales would need to offset 


the decreased revenue generated per bottle.  A decision will then be made whether to expand the 15 


percent discount to additional promotional periods. 


 


Explore changing pricing cycle from 90 days to 60 days 


One of the significant concerns expressed by many stakeholders was the length of time between 


availability of price adjustments for wine.
7
  Currently, wine pricing can only be adjusted every 90 days 


(quarterly).  According to suppliers, this results in less value for the consumer because manufacturers 


cannot afford to offer very attractive pricing for a full three months.  We recommend that the wine pricing 


cycle be adjusted to 60 days.  This will allow suppliers to provide better values to our consumers through 


Temporary Price Reductions, while minimizing additional workload for store staff.  This change will have 


an impact on retail store operations and our information technology system, so the full implications of this 


change to work processes within LCB will need to be evaluated prior to a decision to implement. 


Retail Pricing  


The mark-up formula and resulting retail pricing were not included in the scope of this wine strategy 


review.  However, in a previous strategy review, the Board adopted minimum annual review of wine 


market share to determine the appropriate wine mark-up percentage and that should be continued.
 8
    


Conclusion 
Some of the ideas and approaches outlined in this wine strategy are similar to previous strategy 


recommendations that were not fully implemented, or identifies programs already in place that can be 


better publicized.  Others are new ideas that incorporate best practices observed in other retail 


environments.  In all cases, the intent is to implement programs and processes that will support our public 


safety mission while maximizing revenue generation for the State, serve our customers, and enhance 


economic development for Washington businesses.  Success will be measured by an enhancement of 


overall profitability, and by generating at least 35 percent of our wine dollar sales through Washington 


wine.   


Retail store staff will be key partners in implementing this wine strategy.  Their full participation in the 


execution of this plan will be critical in achieving the desired results.    


With the limited resources currently available, we will not be able to implement all of the elements of this 


strategy at one time.  Once the strategy has been finalized, the elements will be prioritized with agency 


strategic objectives and incorporated into work plans, outlining specific responsibilities, steps, timelines, 


                                                           
7
 Expressed in meetings with the California Wine Institute on March 9, 2010, Columbia Distributing on March 11, 


2010, DRAW on March 15, 2010, and the Washington Wine Institute on March 31, 2010 
8
 August 10, 2005 Board memo: “WINE STRATEGY 7 – RETAIL PRICING, IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG 


TERM STRATEGY” 
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and measures of success.  We will focus initially on implementing the strategies that will have the most 


impact.  This plan will include communication to retail stores and customers about the changes, periodic 


reviews of success measurements, and adjustments as necessary. Except where noted, additional funding 


will not be required to implement this strategy.   
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Glossary 


 


Bottle discount: The customer receives a discount if they purchase a specific number of bottles of wine.  


The discount only applies to wine and is consistent with other wine retailer‟s practice.  


Cluster: A group of stores with similar customer demographics and sales patterns. 


Force-out: Products sent to the store based on a order entered by the DC or Purchasing  


Listed product: A product that is consistently available at most state stores and many contract stores.    


One-time only: Products sold for a limited time in our retail stores, as part of seasonal or promotional 


event, or because of limited supply or anticipated consumer interest.  


Products: Unless otherwise specified, includes all types of products sold in LCB retail stores, such as 


spirits, wine, beer, and other alcohol-based products.    


Retail days-of-supply: The number of individual bottles of a product sold to retail customers within a 


given period of time.  It can be used to determine how many rows (facings) of a product needs to be on 


the shelf to minimize running out of product on the shelf.  


SKU (Stock Keeping Unit):  A single product in a specific size. 


Split-case: Products available in split case at the DC can be ordered by the bottle, instead of by the full 


case.  Orders are subject to a minimum quantity, such as two bottles.   


U-code: Products with very limited supply or anticipated consumer interest, sold only at select stores.   






















